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Touch-free cleaning simplified and more affordable than ever before.

C3

Innovation

has been the cornerstone of Hillyard’s
success over the past century and our innovative
approach to helping our customers clean better, faster,
and healthier continues today.

Our C2 and C3 Cleaning Companions

Cleaning Companion

were specifically designed with that approach in mind.
Since their introduction, we have helped hundreds of
facilities manager’s across the country realize how they
can alleviate stress and strain with an ergonomically
designed cleaning process, reduce chemical and water
consumption, create healthier environments by
cleaning more surfaces, more effectively, all while
eliminating or reducing the use of mop buckets that are
a prime source for cross contamination.

Here’s what managers are saying that are using the machines right here in New York

“ The C3’s clean better than the conventional method of cleaning
restrooms, while taking less time. Areas get cleaned daily, which
used to get cleaned once or twice a month at best. Restrooms
stay smelling clean throughout the day until the next night, and
we are using far fewer cleaning compounds and tools”.
Dave Kiblin
Belleville Henderson CSD
Supt. of Building & Grounds

“ We have used the C3 machines for several weeks and all my cleaners
think it’s great. There is not lifting of buckets and they can mix 3 types
of chemicals with no trips to the slop sink. We don’t have to be
concerned with dirty water, and the rooms are cleaner, and ultimately
take less time to clean. I like anything that makes the cleaners jobs
easier and less labor intensive”.
David Hardman
Cuba Rushford CSD
Supt. of Building & Grounds

“The Spencerport School District is in full support of the C3
Machines. Their versatility and ease of use make them an
invaluable addition to our equipment arsenal. Being able to use it
as a mobile dilution station and to work without power cords or
water lines makes our employees much more efficient and
elevates the quality of their work in the process”.
Nelson Drake
Spencerport CSD
Director of Facilities

“ As the Facilities Manger for the Strong National Museum of Play, I
face numerous challenges while maintaining the cleanliness of the
building. One of those challenges is keeping our public restrooms
clean and odor free. Since implementing the C2 and C3 Cleaning
program, we no longer have that challenge, and the speed and
ease that my team can tackle these areas has freed them up to do
other tasks.

See reverse side for additional comments

Andy Vanhoughton
Strong National Museum of Play
Facilities Manager

“ What a great machine. It allows us to reach the hard to
get areas that no one likes to clean in our restrooms, and
has raised the overall cleanliness while eliminating odors
in the process. By replacing the mop bucket, it also allows
us to address MRSA concerns because it significantly
reduces the chance of cross contaminating the surfaces
you are cleaning or disinfecting. It’s also a lot easier for
our smaller custodians to maneuver when compared to
the old mop buckets”.
Dave Neenan
Custodial Supervisor
New Hartford CSD

“ Very efficient, saves a lot of labor vs. traditional cleaning.
Always using clean water, and you never have to deal with
filling our emptying mop buckets, which saves even more
time. Very effective cleaning system”..
Bill Boldt
President
Overland Services

“ Purchased three C3 machines and at first my staff was a
little hesitant to use them, but after a few weeks they all said
that the restrooms were cleaner and that they did a better job
in less time. Using the Re-juv-nal disinfectant cleaner and the
Suprox Multi Purpose Cleaner was a great combination and
really solved our restroom care problems.”..

“ The C3 machines has saved my cleaners time and do a
better job cleaning when compared to conventional
cleaning methods in the restrooms. Areas get cleaned
more thoroughly, and are attended to with greater
frequency because of the machines ease of use. Our
cleaners enjoy using it because it can be used to clean
just about any surface, and they don’t have to dump a
mop bucket out to switch from a disinfectant to a neutral
cleaner”.
Phil Gaffney
Watertown City Schools
Supt. of Building & Grounds

“A much faster and easy system to use. Superior cleaning
results. Delivers a high level of clean easily. Very efficient for
quick clean ups as well”.
Jim Handford /Janice Montrois
GM / Custodial Supervisor
The Mall at Greece Ridge

“ Our school district purchased a C3 machine and we were
very impressed with how much cleaner our restroom was in
just a few weeks. ”..
Ed Papke
Supt. of Bldg & Grounds

David Colbert
Livonia CSD
Supt. of Bldg and Grounds

“ The Eastside YMCA branch has been using the C-2 machine since our opening in
10/06. With the training provided by Hillyard to my cleaning staff on the use of the C-2
and the chemicals it dispenses we have cut many hours off of our sanitation and
cleaning of the locker, and rest rooms. We have total confidence that our members
have a sanitized environment in these areas. With the preset dilution rates of the
cartridges there is no guess work on mixing chemicals. With its compact size it is very
user friendly and easy to maneuver in tight spaces. Besides sanitation, the C-2 is very
useful in the cleaning and care of common floor areas that are two small for larger floor
scrubbers. Areas such as stairways and entrance foyers can be misted down and
wiped clean with a micro pad and with out the use of a sloppy mop bucket. The C-2 is
truly ranked at the top when it comes to providing the proper equipment for my
cleaning staff”.
Shane Sponholz
Building and Grounds Director
Eastside YMCA
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